
Dear Governor's Salmon Workgroup Members, 
 
The status quo is not bringing back Idaho’s fish and our rural communities can’t afford to continue the 
way things are now.  
 
Outfitters, guides, anglers, and local businesses and communities along our rivers are hurting because 
returns of salmon and steelhead are so low. Idaho utilities, irrigators and farmers also pay a price.  
 
In order to achieve solutions together and to bring back abundant and harvestable wild salmon and 
steelhead runs to Idaho, we have to come up with plans that are bigger in scale than anything that has 
ever been done before.  
 
Idaho’s fish and our energy system are intertwined. I hope your workgroup will urge Gov. Little to 
embrace bold plans around saving Idaho’s wild salmon and steelhead, building a new, green and 
affordable energy future for Idaho and the Northwest, and ensuring farmers continue to prosper as a 
result of new, regional investments in our collective future.  
 
I am looking to Gov. Little and this workgroup to lead these ideas forward. 
 
Regards,  
Tyler Hanson  
151 4th St W 
Ketchum, ID 83340  

 

Dear Governor's Salmon Workgroup Members, 
 
The status quo is not bringing back Idaho’s fish and our rural communities can’t afford to continue the 
way things are now.  
 
Outfitters, guides, anglers, and local businesses and communities along our rivers are hurting because 
returns of salmon and steelhead are so low. Idaho utilities, irrigators and farmers also pay a price.  
 
In order to achieve solutions together and to bring back abundant and harvestable wild salmon and 
steelhead runs to Idaho, we have to come up with plans that are bigger in scale than anything that has 
ever been done before.  
 
Idaho’s fish and our energy system are intertwined. I hope your workgroup will urge Gov. Little to 
embrace bold plans around saving Idaho’s wild salmon and steelhead, building a new, green and 
affordable energy future for Idaho and the Northwest, and ensuring farmers continue to prosper as a 
result of new, regional investments in our collective future.  
 
I am looking to Gov. Little and this workgroup to lead these ideas forward. 
 
Regards,  
john poma  
27312 Wilson Dr 
Dearborn Heights, MI 48127  



Dear Governor's Salmon Workgroup Members, 
 
The status quo is not bringing back Idaho’s fish and our rural communities can’t afford to continue the 
way things are now.  
 
Outfitters, guides, anglers, and local businesses and communities along our rivers are hurting because 
returns of salmon and steelhead are so low. Idaho utilities, irrigators and farmers also pay a price.  
 
In order to achieve solutions together and to bring back abundant and harvestable wild salmon and 
steelhead runs to Idaho, we have to come up with plans that are bigger in scale than anything that has 
ever been done before.  
 
Idaho’s fish and our energy system are intertwined. I hope your workgroup will urge Gov. Little to 
embrace bold plans around saving Idaho’s wild salmon and steelhead, building a new, green and 
affordable energy future for Idaho and the Northwest, and ensuring farmers continue to prosper as a 
result of new, regional investments in our collective future.  
 
I am looking to Gov. Little and this workgroup to lead these ideas forward. 
 
Regards,  
Kimberly Todd  
220 N Denwood St 
Dearborn, MI 48128  
 
 
Dear Governor's Salmon Workgroup Members, 
 
The status quo is not bringing back Idaho’s fish and our rural communities can’t afford to continue the 
way things are now.  
 
Outfitters, guides, anglers, and local businesses and communities along our rivers are hurting because 
returns of salmon and steelhead are so low. Idaho utilities, irrigators and farmers also pay a price.  
 
In order to achieve solutions together and to bring back abundant and harvestable wild salmon and 
steelhead runs to Idaho, we have to come up with plans that are bigger in scale than anything that has 
ever been done before.  
 
Idaho’s fish and our energy system are intertwined. I hope your workgroup will urge Gov. Little to 
embrace bold plans around saving Idaho’s wild salmon and steelhead, building a new, green and 
affordable energy future for Idaho and the Northwest, and ensuring farmers continue to prosper as a 
result of new, regional investments in our collective future.  
 
I am looking to Gov. Little and this workgroup to lead these ideas forward. 
 
Regards,  
Jeri Rehberg  
749 Chad Loop 
Mccall, ID 83638  



Dear Governor's Salmon Workgroup Members, 
 
The status quo is not bringing back Idaho’s fish and our rural communities can’t afford to continue the 
way things are now.  
 
Outfitters, guides, anglers, and local businesses and communities along our rivers are hurting because 
returns of salmon and steelhead are so low. Idaho utilities, irrigators and farmers also pay a price.  
 
In order to achieve solutions together and to bring back abundant and harvestable wild salmon and 
steelhead runs to Idaho, we have to come up with plans that are bigger in scale than anything that has 
ever been done before.  
 
Idaho’s fish and our energy system are intertwined. I hope your workgroup will urge Gov. Little to 
embrace bold plans around saving Idaho’s wild salmon and steelhead, building a new, green and 
affordable energy future for Idaho and the Northwest, and ensuring farmers continue to prosper as a 
result of new, regional investments in our collective future.  
 
I am looking to Gov. Little and this workgroup to lead these ideas forward. 
 
Regards,  
Brent Bohman  
1700 Little Bear Ridge Rd 
Troy, ID 83871  

 

Dear Governor's Salmon Workgroup Members, 
 
The status quo is not bringing back Idaho’s fish and our rural communities can’t afford to continue the 
way things are now.  
 
Outfitters, guides, anglers, and local businesses and communities along our rivers are hurting because 
returns of salmon and steelhead are so low. Idaho utilities, irrigators and farmers also pay a price.  
 
In order to achieve solutions together and to bring back abundant and harvestable wild salmon and 
steelhead runs to Idaho, we have to come up with plans that are bigger in scale than anything that has 
ever been done before.  
 
Idaho’s fish and our energy system are intertwined. I hope your workgroup will urge Gov. Little to 
embrace bold plans around saving Idaho’s wild salmon and steelhead, building a new, green and 
affordable energy future for Idaho and the Northwest, and ensuring farmers continue to prosper as a 
result of new, regional investments in our collective future.  
 
I am looking to Gov. Little and this workgroup to lead these ideas forward. 
 
Regards,  
Claire Casey  
820 S Main St 
Hailey, ID 83333  



 
Dear Governor's Salmon Workgroup Members, 
 
The status quo is not bringing back Idaho’s fish and our rural communities can’t afford to continue the 
way things are now.  
 
Outfitters, guides, anglers, and local businesses and communities along our rivers are hurting because 
returns of salmon and steelhead are so low. Idaho utilities, irrigators and farmers also pay a price.  
 
In order to achieve solutions together and to bring back abundant and harvestable wild salmon and 
steelhead runs to Idaho, we have to come up with plans that are bigger in scale than anything that has 
ever been done before.  
 
Idaho’s fish and our energy system are intertwined. I hope your workgroup will urge Gov. Little to 
embrace bold plans around saving Idaho’s wild salmon and steelhead, building a new, green and 
affordable energy future for Idaho and the Northwest, and ensuring farmers continue to prosper as a 
result of new, regional investments in our collective future.  
 
I am looking to Gov. Little and this workgroup to lead these ideas forward. 
 
Regards,  
Bob Hurley  
6123 Poplar St 
Boise, ID 83704  
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